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ABSTRACTS

Price Changes and Welfare Analysis: Measurement under Individual Heterogeneity
(With S. Maes)[Job Market Paper]

Measuring the welfare impact of price changes on consumers is pivotal in economic analyses. Researchers
often measure these impacts with cross-sectional data, where every consumer is observed only once.
The representative agent (RA) approach, which assumes all observations stem from a single agent, may
lead to biased estimates when agents preferences are heterogeneous. This paper shows how to use the
higher moments of demand to improve these estimates. In fact, the variance alone captures much of the
bias in the RA approach. Our approach also enables inference on the distribution of welfare changes.
Using the UK Household Budget Survey, we apply our methodology to estimate the welfare impact of a
10% transport price increase and find that the RA approach understates the welfare impact by 27.2%.
We leverage our approach to obtain conditions for stochastic rationalizability in terms of moments and
deliver a characterization for the two-good case.

Exact inference from finite market data (with Herakles Polemarchakis and Felix Kubler)

We derive conditions under which individual choices can be inferred from finite market data. First, we
consider market data that consist of individual demands as prices and incomes change. We show that
for any two consumption bundles, strict preference is revealed by finitely many observations of demand.
Second, we show that finitely many observations of individual endowments and associated Walrasian
equilibrium prices, and only prices, reveal all individuals strict preferences between two consumption
bundles. We explore the implications for forecasting both individual demand and equilibrium prices.

Rethinking Distribution: Introducing Market Segmentation as a Policy Instrument (with
Yatish Arya)

Inequality and skewed distribution of essential goods remain pertinent problems today. We consider a
general equilibrium framework with essential and non- essentials, where only essential goods are rele-
vant for distributional concerns. We then compare the efficacy of 3 policies for a utilitarian planner:
classical taxation, which takes the form of direct transfers or subsidies, quantity rationing, and a third
policy we introduce and call Market Segmentation (MS). Under MS, the mar- ket for essentials is seg-
mented from non-essentials, i.e., they cannot be freely traded for each other. We find that if the relative
number of low-income individuals in the economy is large and essentials are consumed inelastically, MS
outperforms classical taxation. MS also weakly dominates quantity rationing. We discuss how market
segmentation can help policymakers deal with issues such as automation and the superstar phenomenon
(Scheuer and Werning, 2017).

Estimating the Nature of Technological Change: Exploiting Shifts in Skill Use Within
and Between Occupations (With Costas Cavounidis, Vittoria Dicandia and Kevin Lang )

Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003) ask whether vulnerability to automation, measured by task content,
can rationalize employment trends. We invert their approach, asking what technological changes best
explain skill-content and employment changes. We combine a tractable GE model with three editions of
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the 1960, 1970, and 1980 Censuses, and March Current Popula-
tion Surveys to estimate changes in the relative productivity of skills. We conclude that finger-dexterity
productivity grew rapidly while abstract-skill productivity lagged, a form of skill bias. Together with
substitutability between abstract and routine inputs, these results explain changes in skill use within
occupations.

(Functional) Characterizations vs (Finite) Tests: Partially Unifying Functional and In-
equality Based Approaches to Testing
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Historically, testing whether decision-makers (DM) obey certain axioms from choice data has taken
two rather distinct approaches: the functional approach observes the entire demand function and puts
restrictions on it; while the revealed preference approach constructs algebraic inequalities that are used
to test finite data. Using restrictions derived in Kubler et al. (2020), we demonstrate a link between
revealed preference tests and function-based restrictions. By this, we mean that any functional restric-
tion that characterizes the above axioms can be used to construct a well-behaved finite data test. We
then develop an algorithm that does this efficiently.

Skill Traps and Regional Divergence (with Ivan Yotzov)

We consider the effect of the initial distribution of skills on commuting zones responses to the China
Shock (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013)) which leads to a fairly uniform decline in manufacturing
employment across CZs in the US. However, their subsequent evolution depended heavily on regional
specialization. Regions with a more diverse set of industries rapidly see an uptick in non-manufacturing
employment. In contrast, highly specialized regions saw no such uptick but rather experienced a large
increase in the share of people outside the labor force. Next, we consider the effects of the China import
shock on net job creation and net establishment entry rates. For both, we see a positive and significant
effect in low specialization CZ and a negative effect in regions with high specialization, giving more
evidence for differential adjustment. This suggests what we call a skill trap, i.e., the absence of indus-
tries makes individuals not acquire skills for those industries, and the absence of skills in the region
dissuades new industries from establishing.

Obsolescence Rents: Teamsters, Truckers, and Impending Innovations.(with Costas Cavouni-
dis, Qingyuan Chai, and Kevin Lang)[Extended abstract available on request]

The aftermath of negative labor demand shocks is well-studied in seminal work such as Dorn et al.
(2009) and Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2016). We focus our attention on a related but understudied
topic: the behavior of labor markets when a shock is anticipated but hasnt arrived. We consider perma-
nent shocks uncertain arrival dates to individual occupations. We develop an overlapping generations
(OLG) model where labor market is in steady-state before the announcement of a future technologi-
cal change. The change will greatly reduce the demand for some occupation - say, widgeters. In the
post-shock aftermath stage, the sudden decline in demand reduces widgeters wages, and many take
other jobs. More importantly, in the anticipatory dread stage, when the shock has been announced but
has not arrived, young workers expect that the wage may decline dramatically in their lifetime. With
imperfect mobility, they must be compensated-receiving what we dub obsolescence rents. We then
apply the model to the effect of the arrival of motor trucks on teamsters, workers who drove vehicles
drawn by teams of horses.


